Licence No. 71079 to mark a commodity with the Standards Mark

The Standards Institution of Israel (SII), in accordance with the powers vested in it by article 11(b) of the Standards law 1953, hereby grants permission to:

ABB TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

,ITALY

to place the Standards Mark on the commodities covered by the standard:
Electrical Accessories - Circuit-breakers For Overcurrent Protection For Household And Similar Installations: circuit-breakers For A.c. operation Manufacture: abb Spa-automation Products Italy

These commodities are produced in conformity with the requirements of the
Israel Standard No. 60898 Part 1 Edition May 2018

Models:
1. 6ka sn200 type:b 1p+n(2-40a) sn200 type:c 1p+n(2-40a) sn200 type:d 1p+n(2-40a)
2. 10ka sn201m type:b 1p+n(2-40a) sn201m type:c 1p+n(2-40a) sn201m type:d 1p+n(2-40a)

This license has been granted subject to the terms of the Standards Regulation (standard mark and supervision sign) 1982, and the terms that the License Committee has determined, which constitute an integral part of this license. This license does not detract from any obligation, or other order, imposed by law on the aforementioned commodities

This certificate remains the property of SII. Its continued validity may be verified via scanning the barcode or via the SII website www.sii.org.il.

This license is valid until 31/12/2019

Date of License: 01/01/2019

Ilan Carmit
Acting Director General
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